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Belt winder RolloTron Comfort DuoFern Plus - Belt
winding motor built-in 1805-UW

Rademacher
1805-UW
16236011
4031909018809 EAN/GTIN

200,14 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 14-16 days* (GBR)

Belt winder RolloTron Comfort DuoFern Plus 1805-UW, mounting type=installation, belt thickness=23 mm, belt length=10200 mm, max. roller shutter weight=60 kg, with
timer=yes, height=180 mm, width=61 mm, depth=197 mm, With sun sensor=no, the Comfort Funk Plus belt winder is an electronic belt winder for flush-mounted installation
that was specially developed for large belt boxes. It is characterized by quick and easy assembly. Installation and commissioning takes about 10 minutes. It is operated via a
Euro plug connection to the 230V power network. It is the successor to the Comfort Funk Plus model from RADEMACHER's 9800 series. The new Comfort Funk Plus belt
winder appears in a modern design with a large, illuminated display with contrast adjustment and is delivered in the color ultra white. It has an installation wizard and an
integrated interface for easy and quick integration into the radio system. It can be controlled remotely using a radio transmitter. Used as a central control, it can send automatic
commands to the registered radio receivers. It has extensive automatic functions such as the daily, weekly, weekend and astro program as well as the random function. The
ventilation and sun position can be freely selected. A simple approach to intermediate positions is also possible. The summer/winter time changeover occurs automatically and
a key lock can be set to prevent unwanted operation. The model has permanent data storage in the event of a power failure. The soft start/soft stop function enables quiet
running with a high level of comfort. In standby, the Comfort Funk Plus belt winder consumes less than 0.6 W. A belt with a width of 23 mm must be used with this model. If the
webbing thickness is 1.0 mm, a winding capacity of 15 m is achieved and with a thickness of 1.3 mm, 12 m. To ensure smooth operation, the permissible roller shutter area of
approx. 10 m² with a roller shutter weight of 4 kg/m² or approx. 6 m² with 7 kg/m² must be adhered to. Sun/twilight control is possible with the S/D sensor, which is available as
an accessory.
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